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If f  is a monotone function subject to certain restrictions, then one can 
associate with any real number x between zero and one a sequence {a&)} of 
integers such that 
x = f(adx) + f(aA4 + fMx) + -.N). 
In this paper properties of the function F defined by 
F(x) = gh(x) + d&> -I- &2,(x) + --)>A 
where g is any function satisfying the same restrictions as f, are discussed. 
Principally, F is found to be useful in finding stationary measures on the 
sequences {a,(x):. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Suppose a real function f satisfies condition 
A: f(l) = 1; f(t) is non-negative, continuous, and strictly decreasing 
for 1 < t < N and f(t) = 0 for t > N where N > 2 is an integer or 
+ co; and 1 f(t,) - f(tJ < 1 l2 - t, I for 1 < tl < t, and there 
exists an E > 0 such that / f(t,) - f(t$ < I t, - t, / if T - E < t, < t,, 
where T is the solution of the equation 1 + f(7) = T. 
or condition 
B: f(0) = 0; f(t) is non-negative, continuous, and strictly increasing for 
0 < t < N and f(t) = 1 for t 3 N where N > 1 is an integer or 
+ 00; and 1 f(r,) -f&)1 < I t2 - t, j for 0 < tl < tz . 
In the first case, let us set 
I, = (1, 2,..., N - 1) 
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and 
R, = (1, W, 
and in the second let us set 
and 
If = (0, l,..., N - l} 
R, = (0, N). 
Renyi [lo] shovlied that if we define 
where [ ] and ( ) are the greatest integer function and fractional part 
function respectively, and let 
~,+lW = V-Ym(4)l and 
when r*(x) # 0, then for ali x in (0, l), 
where 
m(x) = I 
12 if r,(x) = 0 
co otherwise. 
This representation of elements in (0, 1) is called thef-expansion represen- 
tation. These representations were first studied by Kakeya [7] and later by 
Bissinger [l] and Everett [5]. 
Renyi [lo] also showed that the relation between (0, 1) and all finite and 
infinite sequences from I, defined by thef-expansion algorithm is l-l and 
onto. Therefore, in particular, 
exists for any infinite sequence {k,) from If . 
2. THE TRANSFORMATION THEOREM 
Suppose now that fi and fi both satisfy condition A or both satisfy 
condition B and that I,L = I,, . Further, let (a&)}~~’ be the&expansion 
coefficients of x. 
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DEFINITION 1, The function F : (0, 1) -+ (0, 1) defined by 
F(x) = Jizx, .L(ul(x) + fi(+(x) + * * * + f&%(x)) * * -)I 
is called thef& transform function and will be denoted by fi/fs . 
LEMMA 1. The function F = fi/fi is almost everywhere differentiable, 
continuous, strictly increasing, 1-1, and onto. 
ProoJ The l-l and onto properties of F follow directly from the l-l 
and onto relations between elements of (0, 1) and all finite and infinite 
sequences from I, = If* defined by the fi- and fS-expansion algorithms. 
Next, suppose 6 < x1 < x2 < 1 and let 
tGL and {b&“,, 
be the f,-expansion coefficients of x1 and x2 respectively. To show 
F(x,) .< F(x,), we distinguish three cases. 
CaseZ. Ifm<n<coandai==b,fori=1,2,...,m,then 
F(x,) = f&al + f&z + - .- + fi(am) *a 7)) 
<f&l + fi(% + -** +fi(am +f,(b,+, + -a- +fi(bn) a**)) a--)) 
= FW, 
since fi(b,+l +f2(bm+2 + **. +fi(bn) *e*)) E (0, 1) and the inequality is 
immediate if fi and fi satisfy B or 
Xl =f&h +fi@2 + -*- +I%%) -*>) 
= fib +f& + a*- +fi(am +fi(bn+l f **- +f,(b,) a-)) a-.)) 
= X2 
implies m is even iffi and fi satisfy A. 
Case II. If n < m < cc and ai = b, for i = 1, 2 ,..., n, then 
F(i) =fi(al -tfi(& + *** +f,(% ffi(G&+, + *-* i-f&,) *-)) --.)) 
<fz(b, + f,(b, + --- +fi(bn) -)) 
= FW, 
since f&+l + f2(anf2 + *-. + f&z~) *me)) E (0, 1) and the inequality is 
immediate iffr and fi satisfy B or 
Xl =.I&& +A(& + *** +"MG2 +f&,+, + *** +.&L> .**)) **.)) 
< f&z, + f&G + .*. + fi(4 * -)) = xz 
implies n is odd if.fi and fi satisfy A. 
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Case II... If there is a k < min(m, n) such that ai = bi for 
i = 1, 2,..., k - 1, and a, # bk , then we can write 
and note that 
and 
are elements of [0, 1) for i = 1, 2. Now, iffi and fi satisfy A, then either 
k is even and ak < b, or k iS odd and b, < ak . In either case, however, or 
in casefi and fi satisfy B, we have 
x ( bk + jlj~kf&+l + -” + fd’k+i) ‘**> -))) 
= F(x,). 
The continuity of F follows directly from the properties already proven 
and the almost everywhere differentiability follows from the fact that F is 
bounded and increasing on (0, 1) with lim,,, F(x) = 0. 
Let us extend the domain of F to [0, 1] by defining 
and 
F(0) = lii F(x) = 0 
F(l) = Ii: F(x) = 1. 
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THEOREM 1. A function F = fi/f2 if and only ifF(0) = 0, F is continuous, 
and 
WXXN =.fxF(W) + bl) 
for all x E Rf 1’ 
Proof. If F = fi/fi , then 
Ftfd-4) 
= n,~cytxj) fi(aI(fI(x)) + .MUXx)) + a. . + fi(akMx))) ** 9) 
= J~ptxj) f&xl + fi(aI((x>) + . . * + Ma&<x>)) . * .)) 
= fiW + &$X)1 fih(<x>) + * .* + &La,-L(x))) ..a)) 
= .MFtF(<x)) + [xl) 
for all x in RfI . 
On the other hand, suppose F(0) = 0, F is continuous, and 
Wdx)~ = f@(W) + IA> 
for all x in Rf, . For any x in (0, 3), we have immediately that 
~UXdx)>) = .h(FO + 491 = hMxN. 
Next, if we assume 
W&dx) + f&d4 + *a- + f&4x>) *-*I)) 
= $A&) + fiMx) + *a* + fi(a,(x)) -a*)) 
for any x in (0, 1) for which a,+,(x) is defined, then 
f’tfdad4 +fda2tx) + v-m +f&&~ +fi(a,+I(x))) h**))) 
= hW&W + $Mx) + 7.. + fi(an+l(xN *--))) + 44) 
= .fi(aI(x) +fi(az(x) + *.a + .Ma,+,(x)) ***)). 
Therefore, by induction on n, we have 
FMadx> + f&(x) + - * * + .f&tx>) * * ->I) 
= hM4 + M&4 + *. * + .&(a,(-$) * 4) 
whenever a,(x) is defined. Therefore, from the continuity of F, we have 
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COROLLARY 1. IfF = filf2 , therz F-l = filfi . 
The properties of fi/f2 were first considered by Rechard [9] for the 
special case where&) = x/m. The existence off,& in a more generalized 
setting was considered by Swartz and Wendroff [13]. 
3. TRANSFORMING AN INVARIANT MEASURE 
Denote by (0, l), the set obtained from (0, 1) by deleting the countable 
number of x for which m(x) < co. A technique, introduced by Doeblin [4] 
and independently by Ryll-Nardzewski [I1 1, to study the measure- 
theoretic properties of f-expansions is to consider the transformation 
T(x) = <f-W> 
on (0, I), . By noting that 
r(x) = T%(x) 
for all x in (0, 1)1 , we see that if w  is a measure on (0, l), that is preserved 
by T, then the almost everwhere with respect to w  (a.e. o) properties of 
the &expansion can be obtained from the ergodic properties of T. We 
shall assume in the following that all measures are nonatomic and note 
that any nonatomic measure on [0, 1) induces, in the obvious way, a non- 
atomic measure on (0, l)t . Therefore, we shall confine our attention to 
measures on [0, l] that are preserved by T(x) = (f-‘(x)) and have 
continuous distribution functions. In this case, we shall say that the 
distribution function is preserved by T. 
THEOREM 2. If F = fi& and the distribution.function Hz is preserved by 
T,(x) = (f,‘(x)>, 
then 
fW = fWW 
is preserved by 
T,(x) = <f;‘(x)>. 
Proof. Clearly, HI is a distribution function so we need only show that 
i l0.d 
dH, = 
s r~r0.z) dH1 
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for all x in (0, 1). But 
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since T, preserves H, . 
Of particular interest are probability measures w  on [O, I), which are 
preserved by (f-l(x)> and are, in addition, dominated by Lebesque 
measure h. If w  is such a measure for a particular f and h is its Radon- 
Nikodym derivative or density with respect to h, we shall call the pair 
(f, h) an expansion pair. Thus, for example, (x/M, 1) is an expansion pair 
for any integral M greater than 1. 
Now, if (fi, h& is an expansion pair and F = filfi, one is lead to 
differentiating the result of Theorem 2 with respect to X to conclude that 
(fi , h,) is also an expansion pair for 
h,(x) = W(x)) F’(x). 
F may, however, be singular with respect to X in which case h, is the 
trivial invariant measure. The question of the singularity of F has received 
some attention in particular cases [2, 3, 6, 8, and 121 but necessary and 
sufficient conditions for the general case have yet to be found. 
4. APPLICATION-NEW EXPANSION PAIRS FROM OLD 
Suppose we are given a function fi satisfying A or B and we wish to 
find a density hl such that v1 , h,) is an expansion pair. Obviously, if 
(fi , &) is a known expansion pair and we can find a closed form for the 
fijfz transform function F, then from Corollary 2 we have 
h,(x) = h,VP4) F’(x). 
Finding a closed form for F can, however, be a nontrivial task. 
A far easier method to generate new expansion pairs is to start with a 
6411613-4 
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function F which has the properties of a transform function and a known 
expansion pair (fi , h& One then sets 
and determines whether fi satisfies the same condition as fi . If it does, 
then obviously F is the fi/fi transform function and V; , hl) is an expansion 
pair where 
h(x) = W(x)) F’(x). 
To illustrate this method, let us take our known expansion pair (x/il4, l), 
for some integral M greater than 1, and set 
F(x) = x0 
for c > 1. Then we can easily verify that 
w i- 1x1 1/e 
h(x) = ( M ) 3 
and since 
< wc-1 - 1 
(x)C-1 ’ 
fi satisfies condition B. Therefore, (J1 , h,) is an expansion pair where 
h,(x) = cxc-1. 
5. APPLICATION - APPROXIMATING INVARIANT DISTRIBUTIONS 
Suppose fi and fi both satisfy condition A or condition B such that 
IIf 1 = II,a 1 =m < co. Let 
Mn = WG + It& + --a + fi(kJ -**>>I ki E 41, i = 1, 2,..., n} 
and assume M, is indexed so that its elements satisfy 
0 = x,.1 < x,,2 < -*- < xn,** = 1. 
We now define the function F,(x) on [O, 1) by 
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where F = fJlf2 and x E [x,,~, x,,~+~ ). The function Fm is obviously the 
piecewise linear function defined by the points (x,,, , F&k)), 
i = 1, 2,..., mn, and since 
F(xn,t) = Fti(k, + fi&. + . . - + h&J ** -1)) 
=.h& +.I%~, + **- +f,w *--N, 
F,, may be easily evaluated when F is unknown and is identical to F on M, . 
LEMMA 2. For all x in [0, l), 
I F,(x) - F(x)1 < [mp I h(k + 1) - A(k)\]” . 
Proof. For every x in [x,,~ , x~,~+~), we have 
I F,(x) - r;Ol < m;x I FCGO+~) - Fbdl 
=[ max x1 &, . . . ,k&Ifl I .I& + f,(k, + *. - + s,&) *. -1) 
-f&b +&f&b + +*- +s,(kI + 1) -**))I1 
= [fq IA@ + 1) -.mw- 
Since {[x,,~ , x,,*+~)} is a partition of [O, 1) and the final term is indepen- 
dent of i, this result holds uniformly for all x in [0, 1). 
Suppose now that Hz is a distribution function on [0, I) that is preserved 
by <&“(x)) and we wish to find a distribution function H1 that is preserved 
by (f;‘(x)). If we are unable to find a closed form for F, then we can 
approximate Hr by 
hdx) = fM’&)). 
This approximate distribution function is easily computed and is such 
that HX,m(x) = H,(x) for all x in M, . 
THEOREM 3. If Hz is such that 
I a(4 - &4(Y)I G h I x - Y I 
for all x, y E [0, I), then 
I %dx) - W4l G 4mp I $0 + 1) - .fiWll” 
Proof. The theorem follows immediately from Lemma 2. 
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